Total Freedom Dental Implant Center
9002 E. Desert Cove Avenue, Suite 101, Scottsdale, AZ 85260
Totalfreedomdentalimplants.com
480-860-9002
Why Dental Implants?
• Because implants are the best and most predictable treatment for badly damaged or missing teeth, whether it’s for just one tooth or an entire mouth.
• Because dental implants are the most natural (life like) way for a dentist to replace teeth.
• Because dental implants will probably last a lifetime, treatment costs will be less than alternative complex dental treatment that will likely need replacement or repair overtime.

Why Total Freedom?
One simple answer Premium Quality Implant Dentistry at discounted pricing.

Total Freedom is not a discount practice, so you will you find lower fees elsewhere. However, if you demand state of the art treatment along with unsurpassed quality in manufacturing and the craftsmanship of your replacement teeth no implant center compares to Total Freedom in service and price.

Total Freedom is a patient centered practice. We promise to always proceed with your best interests in mind. Following a “no fee” examination including x-rays and CAT scan, one of our doctors will sit down with you for a discussion. We will talk with you about your expectations and the result you hope to achieve. We will have a non-judgmental discussion about your finances and how we should proceed to the best possible outcome that is within your budget.

“Being able to smile changes your personality. I said Tom; this is the first time in a long time that I don’t have any pain in some part of my mouth. I would recommend Total Freedom dental implants without hesitation”—Ben J.
How to Shop for Dental Implants

#1. Determine the experience of the surgeon and the dentist, why? Because experience leads to expertise. Just ask the world’s leading expert on experts, the researchers at Florida State University’s Human Performance Lab which achieved fame in recent years by showing it takes 10,000 hours (or ten years) of practice to approach expert status in any field. The doctors at Total Freedom Dental each have more than 25 years of experience in implant dentistry. In fact our surgeon began placing implants several years before dental schools even began to train implant dentistry.

#2. Ask for the name of the dental lab that is manufacturing your new teeth and evaluate that lab. The artistry and craftsmanship of the dental technicians is as important as the quality of your surgeon and dentist, after all these new teeth are the only part of implant dentistry the patient can actually see and feel. One way to comparison shop is to ask what the expected lab bill will be, almost without exception the higher the lab bill the better the quality teeth you will receive. Total Freedom Dental uses two labs that are arguably the best in their respective fields. In fact we don’t believe consistently better work can be found anywhere in the US.

“Teeth in One Day” What the other implant centers don’t tell you.

The “Teeth in One Day” procedures also known as “All on 4” has been around for over thirty years in one form or another. The doctors at Total Freedom completed their first case in the mid 1980’s. The actual dental term for the procedure is “Fixed Hybrid Prosthesis”. This procedure is currently performed by all implant centers in essentially the same way and requires about ten appointments over a 4-8 month period of time. So the “Teeth in One Day” slogan is not completely accurate. However patients can almost always expect to have a non-removable set of teeth attached to their dental implant just a couple of weeks after

“I always felt like I was in really good hands with Dr. Sims. They do such fantastic work. I completely and unequivocally recommend Total Freedom. The doctors make a great team” —Jan A.
the initial appointment and never have to remove their teeth again for a lifetime. For our patients it is truly a life changing experience, and for the doctors it is the most satisfying thing we do.

Why Choose Total Freedom for your Fixed Hybrid Prosthesis (“Teeth in One Day” or “All on 4”)

#1. We use 5 implants and sometimes 6 for support compared to most others who use only 4. These additional “insurance” implants just make sense considering there is a 5-10% chance of implant loss over time. Our 30 years of experience has taught us that there is nothing like having that “spare implant” when you really need it.

#2. Our fee is usually less than $20,000 compared to others who charge between $24,000-$30,000.

#3. We use the state of the art “Montreal bar” for our final set of teeth because it has a slim profile and is easier to clean, compared to other centers which use the bulky “acrylic wrap bar” technique which requires less skill and cost to manufacture.

#4. We can treat “no bone” cases both and upper and lower with our “graftless” techniques.

“There’s no question. Once these are in, they’re there for the long haul. They function just like regular teeth. The Total Freedom manner is fantastic. They took an interest in who I was and my life, which I felt very good about... I’m healed.” —Jack A.